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Abstract 

A computer model has been developed in which 

reflection was observed. Reflection is a type of reentry in 

a one-dimensional structure of cardiac cells. The model 

consists of two segments of ventricular tissue partially 

coupled by a coupling resistance (R) and it was used to 

study conditions that provoke the development of EADs, 

and the generation of reflection and ectopic activity. In 

the present study, EADs were induced in one segment by 

enhancing ICaL current and decreasing IKr and IKs 

currents. The other segment was maintained under 

normal physiological conditions. The results suggest that 

ectopic activity in a zone of myocardium could appear 

due to the reflection induced by EADs generated in 

neighboring tissue zones. The coupling between areas 

and the blocked factor of the two components of the 

delayed rectifier K
+
 current (IKr and IKs), have a great 

influence. The results suggest that a partial coupling 

between segments and severe conditions in the abnormal 

segment increase the likelihood of both the ectopic 

activity and the triggered activity. 

 

1. Introduction 

Reflection is a phenomenon that has been observed in 

ventricular tissue in which an impulse reaches an 

abnormal area and induces another impulse that returns in 

the direction from which the first impulse came 

(“reflected” impulse) [1]. Reflection, also named 

“reflected” reentry, is a special type of reentrant circuit in 

a one-dimensional structure. The structure is normally 

divided in two segments (proximal and distal) joined by a 

zone with depressed excitability. When propagation of 

impulses in both directions is over the same fibers, 

reflection is called true reflection [2]. Reflection has been 

demonstrated in computer models, and in experimental 

models of ventricular and Purkinje fibers [1-4]. In 

experiments performed by Rozanski, Jalife and Moe, in 

isolated Purkinje fibers and in non homogeneous 

ventricular tissue, the authors used a three-chambered 

tissue bath in which a zone of conduction block was 

created in the central chamber, representing an inexcitable 

gap or an electrical insulation. The mechanism they 

proposed for reflection was that if the delay across the 

gap is long enough to permit recovery of refractoriness at 

proximal segment, electrotonic potential of the distal 

segment can reexcite the proximal fiber [4]. Wit and 

coworkers observed reflection in Purkinje fibers with a 

central segment with depressed excitability, and they 

suggested that reflection was produced by microreentry 

[5]. 

Early afterdepolarizations (EADs) are subthreshold 

depolarizations that occur in phases 2 and 3 of the action 

potential (AP), causing interruption or delay in 

repolarization [6-8]. January et al. suggested that 

induction of EADs require the prolongation of the action 

potential plateu and the recovery of the L-type calcium 

current (ICaL) [9]. Some experimental studies have shown 

that EADs generated in Purkinje fibers propagate to 

ventricular cells, inducing ectopic activity [8]. On the 

other hand, in vitro studies suggested that EADs may be 

responsible for some arrhythmias by prolonging the 

action potential, generating injury currents and inducing 

triggered activity [10]. Patients with long QT syndrome 

(LQTS) have greater probability of developing torsades 

de pointes (TdP), possibly triggered by EADs arising 

from Purkinje cells or ventricular tissue [11]. 

The main goal of this work has been to study 

conditions in which EADs developed in an area of 

ventricular myocardium induce reflection to neighboring 

zones.  

2. Methods 

We performed a series of simulations with a one-

dimensional computer model formed by two segments of 

ventricular cells, normal segment (NS) and abnormal 

segment (AS), 100 cells each one. The segments were 

partially coupled by a coupling resistance (R). R 

represents a tissue with depressed excitability and was 
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varied in a range from 5 to 40 Ωcm
2
. Stimuli are applied 

to cell #0 (NS). NS was kept under normal physiological 

conditions while AS was set under conditions that favor 

the induction of EADs (figure 1). The generation of 

EADs is favored by conditions that lengthen action 

potential duration (APD), such as conditions that increase 

an inward current or decrease an outward current [8]. We 

blocked the components of the delayed rectifier K
+
 

current, IKr and IKs, in the range from 0% to 100% while 

the L-type Ca
2+

 current (IcaL) was incremented to 100% in 

order to probe different EAD conditions. 

Simulations utilized the Luo-Rudy (LRd00) model of 

the mammalian cardiac ventricular cells to calculate 

action potential (AP) [12,13]. A finite-difference 

technique in space and time using the implicit method of 

Crank and Nicholson was used to solve the differential 

equation that describes AP propagation. For steady state 

conditions, 10 stimuli were applied at a basic cycle length 

(BCL) of 1000 ms. A final stimulus (11-th stimulus) was 

applied to obtain AP characteristics at cells #49, #100 and 

#149 of the fiber. A value of 5 Ωcm
2 

was used for the 

intercellular resistance between ventricular cells. The 

amplitude of impulses was 1.2 times diastolic threshold, 

with a duration of 1ms. 

 
Figure 1. The model of the fiber is compound of two 

segments (normal and abnormal segments), 100 cells 

each one. The segments are joined by a coupling 

resistance R. 

3. Results 

Lengthening of the action potential duration (APD) 

and different kinds of EADs appear in the cells of the 

abnormal segment that provoke three different situations 

in the cells of the normal segment: multiple reflected 

ectopic beats (Reflected Triggered Activity, RTA), a 

single reflected beat (SRB) and none reflected activity. 

When the segments were coupled with a coupling 

resistance of 5 Ωcm
2
, and IKs was blocked 80%, IKr 20% 

and ICaL was incremented 100%, we observed two ectopic 

beats (RTA) in the normal segment induced by EADs 

formed in abnormal segment (see cell #49, figure 2A). If 

we increase R to 10 Ωcm
2
, the ectopic activity also 

increases, now we observed three ectopic beats (RTA) in 

the normal segment (see cell #49, figure 2B). A further 

increase in the coupling resistance R (20 Ωcm
2
) reduced 

the ectopic activity (figure 2C). In this case, we obtained 

only one ectopic beat (SRB) that was induced by EADs. 

If we continue increasing R, the ectopic activity 

disappears (not shown in figure 2). The ectopic activity 

was influenced by the coupling resistance and the 

conditions of abnormal segment. An intermediate 

coupling and severe conditions in IKs and IKr blocking 

factors influenced the probability of reflection. Also, with 

severe conditions that favored EAD induction, ectopic 

activity and reflection occurred for coupling values near 

normal ones (5 Ωcm
2
). 

 
Figure 2. Influence of coupling resistance on 

Reflection. Action potentials marked with an asterisk (*) 

were obtained when the last (11-th) stimulus was applied 

to the fiber. R was varied in a range from 5 to 40 Ωcm
2
. 

IKr was blocked 20%, IKs was blocked 80% and ICaL was 

enhanced 100%. 

 

When more severe conditions were maintained in the 

abnormal segment, the ectopic activity and reflection 

were greater. In figure 3, we used a constant coupling of 

10 Ωcm
2
, IKs was blocked by 60%, ICaL enhanced by 

100% and IKr blocked in a range from 0 to 100%. In the 

case of IKr severe blockade, multiple EADs were induced 

in the abnormal segment that provoked several ectopic 

action potentials in the normal segment (see figure 3A). 

Action potential duration (APD) of cell #149 was near 

2250 ms. Reduction in IKr blockade reduced EAD 

induction and ectopic activity and the frequency of 

ectopic beats in cell #49 was lower (not shown in figure 

3). When IKr was blocked 20%, only one EAD was 

observed in abnormal fiber, and an ectopic beat was 

induced and reflected. When IKr current was not blocked 
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APD was reduced and an EAD was induced without a 

second depolarization (figure 3C). Ectopic activity and 

reflection were not observed for these conditions, when 

we used a greater IKs blockade (greater than 90%) and a 

coupling resistance near 10 Ωcm
2
, we obtained reflection 

for any value of IKr blockade (not shown in figure 3). 

In figure 4 action potentials obtained when IKr current 

and the coupling resistance (R) were maintained constant 

are shown. IKr was blocked 60%, ICaL was incremented 

100% and R was fixed to 10 Ωcm
2
. In figure 4A, IKs was 

blocked 80%. It can be observed a very prolonged APD 

and EADs that provoked multiple depolarization peaks 

that induced reflection (reflected triggered activity, RTA). 

Reduction of IKs blockade to 20%, shortened the APD 

approximately to 640 ms, but ectopic beats were not 

induced in the normal segment (see figure 4B). If we do 

not block the IKs current, the APD is lengthened, but not 

enough to provoke ectopic activity and reflection in the 

normal segment (none reflected activity), as it is shown in 

figure 4C. 

As it is observed in cell #49 of figures 3A and 4A, 

reflected triggered activity (RTA) was obtained when IKs 

and IKr were blocked 80%. In the case of IKs and IKr 

blockade of 20%, only IKr blockade generate ectopic 

activity in the normal segment (cell #49, figures 3B and 

4B). 

 
Figure 3. Influence of IKr blockade on reflection. 

Action potentials marked with an asterisk (*) were 

obtained when the last (11-th) stimulus was applied to the 

fiber. IKs was blocked 60%, ICaL was incremented 100% 

and a coupling resistance (R) of 10 Ωcm
2
 was utilized. 

4. Discussion and conclusions 

The results have shown that coupling between tissue 

regions has a fundamental role in reflection. Saiz et al. 

found that for low values of R, strong EAD conditions are 

necessary for reflection [1]. Our results are in agreement 

with this conclusion. On the other hand, the greater the IKs 

and IKr blockade the higher the probability of reflected 

triggered activity (RTA) and single reflected beat (SRB). 

Cheng and Kodama suggest that a lengthening of action 

potential duration (APD) would favor IKs activation to 

prevent excessive APD and generation of EADs. In most 

mammalian, IKr current has a main role in normal 

ventricular repolarization [14]. The results obtained in our 

study indicate that both currents have a great influence on 

reflection, but perhaps, a greater influence of the IKs 

current could exist (see figures 3B and 4B). 

 
Figure 4. Influence of IKs blockade on reflection. 

Action potentials marked with an asterisk (*) were 

obtained when the last (11-th) stimulus was applied to the 

fiber. IKr was blocked 60%, ICaL was incremented 100% 

and a coupling resistance of 10 Ωcm
2
 was used. 

 

Cabo and Barr found a narrower coupling range where 

reflection occurred than ours in Purkinje fibers [2]. They 

obtained a delay between distal and proximal segments 

for reflection of approximately 300ms. Whereas the two 

segments of our model had a delay that was much smaller 

than this value. 

In conclusion, the study shows that reflection in a zone 

of myocardium could appear due to EADs induced in 

neighboring zones. The coupling between areas and the 
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blockade of IKs and IKr currents have a great influence. A 

partial coupling between areas increases the likelihood of 

both ectopic and triggered activity. 
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